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Bernard Heldmann and the  
Union Jack, 1880–83:  
The Making of a Professional Author
MINNA VUOHELAINEN
In autumn 1882, juvenile fiction specialist Sampson Low issued a handsome 
one-volume naval adventure, The Mutiny on Board the Ship “Leander.” Its 
young author, Bernard Heldmann, sought to establish his credentials and 
further the book’s success by dedicating the story to G. A. Henty, a favou-
rite boys’ author of the period. “My dear Henty,—” Heldmann wrote, “I 
am already very greatly in your debt; and by accepting the Dedication of 
this little story you will place [me] under a still further obligation.”1 Hel-
dmann’s popular story, which owed a great deal to Robinson Crusoe, had 
been serialised in Henty’s boys’ paper, the Union Jack, between April and 
September 1882. The young author became a regular contributor to the 
publication shortly after Henty assumed its editorship in May 1880 and 
rapidly gained influence, first serving as a trusted supplier of school sto-
ries and then gradually widening his repertoire to include adventure tales. 
At the time of writing his dedication to Henty, Heldmann had reached 
the pinnacle of his career with the Union Jack and was confidently look-
ing forward to further opportunities. Indeed, in October 1882, when the 
weekly launched its short-lived new series, Heldmann was promoted to the 
position of co-editor. 
Heldmann’s career prospects as a boys’ author were closely linked to the 
expansion in the market for juvenile publications following the 1870 Edu-
cation Act. The last quarter of the nineteenth century witnessed a prolif-
eration of publishing for boys,2 perhaps best exemplified in the emergence 
of the extremely popular Boy’s Own Paper in January 1879.3 As Ackland 
noted in 1894, this “astonishing growth in juvenile works” was particu-
larly dramatic in the first years of the 1880s4 when juvenile literature came 
to account for nearly a fifth of all publishing activity and library borrow-
ings.5 In this essay, I examine a little-known agent operating within this 
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burgeoning market: the quality boys’ weekly Union Jack (1880–83), which 
was established as a wholesome rival to the Boy’s Own Paper. The week-
ly’s imperialistic message was presented primarily through well-illustrated 
quality fiction aimed at mature boys and ambitious young men rather than 
the mixed family audience targeted by religious publications such as the 
Boy’s Own Paper. I also explore how Richard Bernard Heldmann’s (1857–
1915) apprenticeship on the staff of the Union Jack, both as a regular 
contributor and as co-editor in 1882–83, prepared him for a successful 
pseudonymous career as “Richard Marsh,” a “universal literary provider” 
of adult genre fiction6 who published seventy-six volumes of fiction as well 
as hundreds of short stories for the adult market between 1888 and 1915.7 
Heldmann’s development as a boys’ author, I argue, paved the way for 
Marsh’s subsequent success as a writer of Gothic and crime stories for 
the adult market. Heldmann’s early journalistic career was instrumental 
in facilitating his later development as a professional author by providing 
him with an acute understanding of the periodicals market, the niche mar-
keting of genre fiction, the production of serial and short stories, and the 
uses of formula fiction. Yet at the same time Heldmann’s work increasingly 
challenged 1880s debates on “healthy” juvenile fiction by introducing ele-
ments of emotionality, homoeroticism, crime, and horror, most notably in 
his final serial, “A Couple of Scamps” (1882–83). Heldmann’s apparent 
popularity and business sense also contrasted in intriguing ways with the 
emotional and religious elements central to his fiction. His work for the 
Union Jack challenges current scholarly consensus that turn-of-the-century 
boys’ literature altogether shunned emotional topics and the depiction of 
close male relationships: indeed, Heldmann’s fiction undermined the late 
nineteenth-century drive for “pure” or “healthy” juvenile fiction. 
“Stirring, healthy tales”: W. H. G. Kingston,  
G. A. Henty, and the Union Jack
Published by Griffith & Farran (1880–81), Cecil Brooks (1881), and 
Sampson Low (1881–83), the Union Jack first appeared in January 1880, 
a year after the founding of the Boy’s Own Paper, which it resembled in 
appearance and price (figure 1). The weekly penny issues, formatted in 
sixteen double-columned pages, contained good-quality black-and-white 
engravings, while the masthead, featuring the Union Jack flag, appeared 
above an action-packed front-page illustration designed to capture the 
attention of consumers. Initially edited by W. H. G. Kingston, a favourite 
boys’ author,8 the magazine passed in May 1880 to G. A. Henty, who used 
it as a platform to establish himself as a leading writer of boys’ fiction.9 The 
weekly was at the time considered a potentially serious competitor to the 
Boy’s Own Paper. In December 1881, for example, the Times singled out 
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Figure 1. The first issue of the Union Jack appeared under Kingston’s editorship on 
January 1, 1880. The front page is characteristically action packed. 
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the Union Jack for praise in its review of the year’s boys’ annuals, referring 
to it as “very good” and “very ‘jolly’” with “good, stirring, healthy tales of 
life and action.”10 The review particularly commended Heldmann’s “two 
capital stories of schoolboy life, ‘Rawdon School’ and ‘Dorrincourt,’ in 
the former of which is a description of a cricket match worthy to rival that 
immortal scene when Rugby played the Marylebone Club in the pages of 
Tom Brown.”11 
The most fiction-focused of the quality boys’ weeklies of the early 
1880s, the Union Jack employed aggressive niche-marketing strategies in 
its attempt to distinguish itself from its competitors as a “healthy” edu-
cational periodical promoting imperialist, masculine, and British values. 
As Henty explained, Kingston “felt that none of the existing publications 
were quite suited to boys, and that a magazine devoted entirely to stir-
ring, healthy tales would not only give more amusement, but do more to 
give a good tone to its readers, than any combination of instruction with 
social tales.”12 In an editorial statement, Kingston reiterated the weekly’s 
specialised focus: “We wish to devote our space to tales and adventures, 
and we should be depriving our readers of what they expect were we to 
introduce other subjects.”13 After assuming the weekly’s editorship in May 
1880, Henty similarly emphasised that “bright, stirring” fiction would be 
the focus of the Union Jack since this was the magazine’s chosen niche in a 
market containing “formidable competitors,” none of which “occup[ied] 
exactly the ground which the Union Jack ha[d] taken up, as a paper for 
active, healthy lads of from twelve to eighteen years of age, and not for 
children.”14 
In keeping with this stated mission, the Union Jack published serial and 
short fiction by leading boys’ authors. Contributions were largely signed 
and more substantial in length than was usual in the juvenile press. A typi-
cal issue contained a historical military story, usually by Henty; an adven-
ture story by Kingston, George Manville Fenn, or Jules Verne; and a school 
story by Heldmann or Ascott R. Hope.15 These were supplemented by a 
correspondence column, articles of interest to young male readers, and 
Archibald McNeill’s regular feature on the “Union Jack Field Club,” a 
society aimed at improving readers’ knowledge of the natural world. A 
creed of imperialism, manliness, and “healthiness” permeated the maga-
zine. “A work of fiction is a work of recreation,” an anonymous editorial 
explained.16 “Of one thing must one be careful,” it continued, “that the 
recreation is healthy recreation, that the book over which one pores is a 
right, and a true, and a pure one.”17 Boys, the “future rulers of the land; the 
future statesmen, pastors, preachers, merchant princes,” were expected to 
learn manly lessons from the Union Jack.18 The magazine warned them to 
be “self-reliant,” “fearless of danger,” “courteous and polite,” and “cheer-
ful and obliging.”19 “If the perusal of the tales in this magazine ha[s] done 
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anything towards forming such characters,” Henty concluded, “I shall feel 
indeed that my labour has not been in vain.”20 At a time of intense debate 
over juvenile reading, the Union Jack’s stirring stories glorified the ideal 
boy and supported a creed of British imperialism and power. 
“Really working very hard”: On the Staff of the Union Jack
In spite of its aggressive branding as a fiction paper, the Union Jack was not 
a financial success. The 15,000 issues printed weekly21 compared poorly 
with the circulation of 57,000 achieved by the Boy’s Own Paper.22 Henty’s 
response to these financial difficulties was to announce that the fourth vol-
ume of the Union Jack would start a new series co-edited by Bernard Hel-
dmann. “My dear lads,” began Henty in an August 1882 editorial address,
I am glad to tell you that on the 1st October a New Series of the UNION JACK 
will be commenced. 
Great changes will be made. The magazine will be increased in size, will be 
printed on much better paper, and will be improved in every way.
While the stories will be as good as heretofore, the scope of the paper will 
be enlarged. Distinguished soldiers and sailors, travellers, special correspon-
dents, the leading athletes of the day, and many others, will give sketches of 
interesting scenes in which they have taken part. A host of the best authors 
and artists have promised to help us, and the attractions of the paper will be 
vastly increased.
As the changes contemplated will vastly add to the editorial work, and the 
demands upon my time are already very great, MR BERNARD HELDMANN 
will join me in the task, and will bring to it a fund of new life and vigour.23
By the time of his promotion to co-editor, Bernard Heldmann had already 
built an impressive career with the paper given that he was just twenty-
five years old. Little is known about Heldmann’s early life, but his deci-
sion to embrace journalism was probably born out of necessity as much 
as personal interest. While his grandson Robert Aickman states that Held-
mann had been expelled from Eton and Oxford “owing to incidents with 
women,” it is more likely that young Bernard was educated at home by his 
father, a London schoolmaster.24 Nonetheless, he may have turned to jour-
nalism as a semi-intellectual career on the borders of respectable society, 
which, as Davis points out, was considered a “path to relative prosperity 
and possible celebrity.”25 Heldmann’s 1883 novel Daintree hints that a lit-
erary career may have been more than just a bare necessity. The novel tells 
the story of the Freeman (as opposed to Heldmann) family, whose young-
est son Oliver is a “dreamer” with the “divine gift of poetry.”26 Although 
“incapable of self-control” and “like quicksilver, never still,” Oliver is 
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“ambitious” and “seemed to have not the slightest doubt in his own mind, 
nor would he hesitate to tell you so, that his future was to be great, and 
grand, and glorious, and he was to make it so.”27 Oliver aims “to take high 
place among the great, [. . .] win name and fame,” and “hand down his 
name to future generations as one which they should love and cherish.”28 
In Oliver, Heldmann portrays a young man with distinctly literary, though 
as yet undefined, ambitions whose temperament makes it impossible for 
him to fit into his native farming community. Simultaneously critical and 
sympathetic, the portrait of Oliver may reveal Heldmann’s own ambitions 
and doubts about his decision to embark upon a literary career and thus 
may be seen as a pensive self-portrait.
Heldmann’s first known story, the short adventure “A Whale Hunt,” 
appeared in Strahan’s juvenile monthly Peep-Show: A Magazine for the 
Young of All Ages in November 1879. A number of short stories and short 
serials followed in 1880: “What Happened to John Wilson: A Tale of 
School Life” and “Hilton versus Leetown: The Story of a Cricket Match” 
were published in Cassell’s Little Folks: A Magazine for the Young in April 
and September, respectively; the three-part serial “A Memorable Affair at 
Belton School” was published in the Sunday School Union’s Young England 
in October; and the moralistic tale “To Be Left till Called for” was pub-
lished in Cassell’s devotional periodical the Quiver in November.29 Apart 
from these contributions, which he may have sold before establishing a 
connection with the Union Jack, Heldmann seems to have written exclu-
sively for Henty’s weekly during 1880–83 with one exception: the appear-
ance in September 1881 of “The Boulogne Sand Hills” in the Graphic—his 
only known publication in a periodical predominantly aimed at adults. His 
stories began appearing in the Union Jack soon after Henty assumed his 
editorship, which suggests there may have been some previous connection 
between the two men, possibly through the Savage Club or sporting circles. 
Heldmann’s contributions to the last third of the first volume of the Union 
Jack were prodigious for an author at the beginning of his career, which 
suggests that he was earning a living from his writing. The first story attrib-
uted to Heldmann published in the paper was “Farnborough Grange, and 
the Boys There,” which was serialised in five issues beginning in August 
1880 (figures 2 and 3). In September, Heldmann continued his efforts by 
contributing “In the Lion’s Jaws,” a short piece about schoolboy pranks 
in a menagerie, and by compiling a collection of four sets of reminiscences 
of public-school life, “Eton Forty Years Ago.” September further saw the 
publication of “A Memorable Night: A Story of Modern Highwaymen,” 
a short anonymous piece that anticipated Heldmann’s later novel-length 
serial, “A Couple of Scamps.”30 
These early publications established Heldmann’s standard repertoire of 
sentimental school stories, adventure tales, and schoolboy-prank narra-
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Figure 3. “A number of figures sprang up from behind the hedge and dragged him 
down to the ground,” illustration for Heldmann’s “Farnborough Grange, and the Boys 
There,” Union Jack 1, no. 35 (August 26, 1880): 552. The serial’s characteristic theme 
of generational conflict reaches a violent climax. 
Figure 2. “George went down like an ox that is felled,” illustration for Heldmann’s 
“Farnborough Grange, and the Boys There,” Union Jack 1, no. 34 (August 19, 1880): 
536. Temperamental boys come into conflict with authority in Heldmann’s first short 
school serial for the Union Jack. 
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tives. His school stories seemed to meet with the greatest success given that 
at the start of the second volume of the Union Jack he progressed from 
short pieces to novel-length tales, satisfying readers’ requests for school 
stories on the model of Talbot Baines Reed’s successful Parkhurst features 
in the Boy’s Own Paper. Reed’s first long school story, “The Adventures 
of a Three-Guinea Watch,” appeared concurrently with Heldmann’s first 
novel-length contribution, “Rawdon School,” which started in the second 
volume of the Union Jack and concluded at the end of December 1881. At 
the story’s conclusion, Henty comforted his readers that he had “arranged 
with Mr Heldmann for a new story,” and Heldmann’s second novel-length 
serial, “Dorrincourt,” ran in the magazine from the beginning of April to 
the end of September 1881 (figures 4, 5, and 6).31 Both were subsequently 
published in volume form in 1881 by the religious publishing house James 
Nisbet. Following the formula established in Tom Brown’s School-Days 
(1857), “Rawdon School” and “Dorrincourt” highlighted relationships 
between boys who struggled through various trials and tribulations largely 
caused by a lack of understanding on the part of their guardians and teach-
ers. Eventually the boys succeed in winning the admiration and acceptance 
of their peers and mentors.
The third volume of the Union Jack occasioned something of a depar-
ture in Heldmann’s work by broadening his repertoire. Fewer of his 
writings appeared in the third volume, perhaps suggesting that he was 
assuming more editorial responsibility or that he was spending a great deal 
of time writing longer or (for him) generically unusual works. Heldmann’s 
first contribution to the third volume was “Social Spirits: A Tale of Bel-
ton School,” which appeared in four weekly instalments beginning in late 
February 1882 and dealt with schoolboys’ unhealthy drinking habits in a 
somewhat racy manner (figure 7). “Social Spirits” was shortly followed by 
“The Mutiny on Board the Ship ‘Leander,’” which started at the beginning 
of April 1882, concluded in mid-September, and was later reissued in a 
handsome edition by Sampson Low. This maritime story clearly resembled 
Henty’s work in tone and content, suggesting that Heldmann may have 
been paying his mentor a compliment when composing the serial. How-
ever, Heldmann also may have sensed that there was more of a demand for 
adventure fiction than for school stories, which suffered from a chronic 
lack of plausible plot developments. “The Mutiny on Board the Ship 
‘Leander’” was well suited to the Union Jack and featured an exhaust-
ing number of adventures guaranteed to make the boy reader feel he had 
received his money’s worth. Nationalistic in outlook, the story abounded 
with comments extolling the virtues of “England, the stronghold of the 
happy and the free” and celebrating the bravery of the “true-born British 
tar.”32 In the last issue of the volume, Heldmann published “A Fortune at 
a Find,” a story of gold-mining, crime, and romance in Australia, which 
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Figure 4. “A painful confession,” illustration for Heldmann’s “Dorrincourt: The Story 
of a Term There,” Union Jack 2, no. 86 (August 18, 1881): 721. A typical pair of boys 
in a Heldmann story.
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Figure 5. “Boltington flung the contents of the glass in Henderson’s face,” illustration 
for Heldmann’s “Dorrincourt: The Story of a Term There,” Union Jack 2, no. 89 
(September 8, 1881): 769. The misunderstood and unruly protagonist loses his temper. 
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Figure 6. “Doctor Graham discovers Boltington,” illustration for Heldmann’s 
“Dorrincourt: The Story of a Term There,” Union Jack 2, no. 90 (September 15, 
1881): 785. Bitter tears fall amid natural elements. 
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Figure 7. “Martyn lay on his bed, dressed, covered with mud, and seemingly 
insensible,” illustration for Heldmann’s “Social Spirits: A Tale of Belton School,” 
Union Jack 3, no. 114 (March 2, 1882): 337. An illustration of the effects of drink. 
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took up half the issue and was probably designed to fill up space cheaply at 
the end of the volume; nevertheless, its inclusion indicates that Heldmann 
had become a trusted contributor and could produce material quickly—a 
prerequisite for success in journalism.  
“A Ladder to Literature”: Lessons and Constraints
In The Pen and the Book, an 1899 guide to aspiring authors, Walter Besant 
observes that a “large number of living writers have begun with journalism 
in one or other of its branches: and journalism during the last fifty years 
has proved a handmaid or a ladder to literature.”33 Bernard Heldmann’s 
years on the staff of the Union Jack allowed him to improve his writing and 
editorial skills dramatically. To an extent, this development was natural for 
a young writer in a good situation, but it also showed his aptitude both for 
journalism and for the production of commercial popular literature. Hel-
dmann rapidly progressed from short- to novel-length school stories and 
then to adventure, achieving popularity among the Union Jack’s readers. 
Heldmann’s development can be seen as indicative of the increasing pro-
fessionalisation of writing at the turn of the century. Possibly barred from a 
professional career by his youthful misbehaviour, Heldmann quickly learnt 
to supply different kinds of material at different lengths to fill the space 
required. He demonstrated an ability to create suspense within short instal-
ments, which would later function as single chapters of a volume-form 
novel. Each chapter generally started with a resolution and ended with a 
crisis which was then resolved at the beginning of the next chapter, keeping 
the audience in a constant state of suspense. One of Heldmann’s successful 
ploys was the creation and re-use of certain key settings and characters, 
a common practice at the time. For example, “Rawdon School” featured 
a cricket match between Rawdon and Dorrincourt, while in a later serial 
Dorrincourt returned the compliment by inviting Rawdon to a match 
along with characters from the earlier story. Similarly, the Belton School 
setting linked The Belton Scholarship, an 1882 novel, to the short serials 
“A Memorable Affair at Belton School,” published in Young England in 
1880, and “Social Spirits: A Tale of Belton School,” published in the Union 
Jack in 1882. By using a familiar name, Heldmann incorporated references 
to his earlier stories in the hope that readers who liked them would be 
drawn to tales involving the same characters and locations. Familiarity, he 
wagered, would create pleasure and a sense of ownership. 
Heldmann’s tendency to write for target audiences further testifies to 
his ability to market his own work. The fiction he published outside of the 
Union Jack—including such school-prize novels as Expelled (1882) and his 
most successful novel, The Belton Scholarship (1882)—was of a more reli-
gious and emotional nature than the fiction he wrote for Henty’s weekly.34 
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Since Heldmann produced one type of material for the Union Jack and 
another type for religious publishers, he was clearly aware of the needs of 
different audiences and chose his publishing venues accordingly. In keep-
ing with its niche market and the demands of the aggressive masculinity 
of the day, the Union Jack avoided publishing stories that were considered 
excessively emotional or religious. School stories in the Union Jack were 
instead focused on sports and adventures, building on the athletic tradition 
of Tom Brown’s School-Days and Talbot Baines Reed’s stories. However, 
there was also a thriving market for Sunday-school and school-prize lit-
erature such as The Belton Scholarship, which was expected to reflect the 
religious and moralistic tradition of Frederic W. Farrar’s work. Heldmann 
was quick to exploit both markets to increase his income. 
Yet as much as Heldmann sought niche markets for his work, chan-
nelling his most “manly” stories into the Union Jack, he also strategically 
departed from the journal’s implicit generic expectations. His work for 
the Union Jack sometimes defied what scholars have assumed to be the 
“manly” tone of turn-of-the-century boys’ fiction. While emotional and 
religious references are more commonly found in his work outside the 
Union Jack, his fiction for Henty’s weekly, particularly the school stories, 
contains emotive and devotional elements out of keeping with the cur-
rent scholarly understanding of the late-century boys’ market. Much recent 
scholarly writing on juvenile fiction has focused on the interplay between 
New Imperialism and the more aggressive notion of masculinity it encour-
aged in the late nineteenth century, when educational and imperial aims 
converged to produce a demand for “healthy” fiction devoid of emotion.35 
Bristow, Nelson, and Reynolds all argue that late Victorian publishing for 
boys witnessed a shift away from mid-century ideals of emotional Chris-
tian manliness,36 celebrating “muscle and morality [. . .] over intelligence 
and inspiration”37 and implicitly excluding women and girls as authors 
and readers.38 Boys were encouraged to explore, challenge, and master 
their surroundings, reflecting the changing international climate favouring 
aggression, competitiveness, and patriotism.39
Some of Heldmann’s boys’ stories, including his school stories for the 
Union Jack, defy these scholarly assumptions and can instead be situated 
on what Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick terms a “continuum between homosocial 
and homosexual.”40 The boarding-school setting, of course, necessitates 
a sharing of living space in a homosocial, all-male environment where 
boys are frequently brought into physical contact with one another, for 
example on the sports field. Similarly, the corrective nature of juvenile fic-
tion requires the stories to carry some moral message, for instance the 
imperative to choose one’s friends carefully. However, Heldmann’s fiction, 
including stories written for the “manly” Union Jack, sometimes intro-
duces religious, romantic, and implicitly homoerotic themes. Heldmann’s 
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fictional boys, whether in a Union Jack serial or a religious novel, are 
misunderstood rascals whose paths are strewn with generational conflict, 
temptation, regret, punishment, prayers, and tears. They cultivate intimate 
relationships with each other that resemble romantic friendships, often 
kissing, crying, and embracing. While some reviewers failed to notice the 
protagonists’ seeming effeminacy or the close parallels to Farrar’s mid-
century homoerotic tales of school life, others seemed to be aware of these 
affinities. The Academy’s naïve review of the volume-form edition of the 
Union Jack serial Dorrincourt claimed, “Boys will relish the story of a term 
at Dorrincourt School. The author writes in a manly and healthy tone, and 
his book is of the right kind to put into the hands of schoolboys.”41 The 
critic of the Athenaeum was shrewder, noting that “some incidents in the 
book remind one of Canon Farrar’s Eric; the present story, however, has 
less literary merit than that work.”42 The Athenaeum’s reference to Farrar 
may be read as a covert endorsement of, or warning against, the homo-
erotic undertones of the two novels. Yet on the surface, the review seems 
to object more to the author’s lack of literary merit than to the serial’s 
homoerotic subtext. 
By the 1880s, concerns over schoolboys’ purity were linked to anxieties 
over public-school homosexuality. School stories were perceived as a vehi-
cle for promoting acceptable forms of athletic and competitive masculinity 
and male bonding among juvenile readers. Yet the nature of Heldmann’s 
fiction and the “feminine” characteristics of his protagonists, even in the 
“healthy,” “manly” Union Jack, appear to contradict the notion that emo-
tions were seen as entirely unacceptable in the harder imperialistic atmo-
sphere of the turn of the century. If Henty was willing to publish Heldmann’s 
stories in his magazine and eventually to promote him to the position of 
co-editor, the content of the stories must have been deemed appropriate. 
This conflict between the implicit homoeroticism of Heldmann’s writing 
and his apparent popularity with readers of the 1880s suggests a greater 
complexity in contemporary reading tastes than is commonly assumed. By 
focusing on volume-form fiction by a limited number of canonical writers, 
much recent scholarship has inadvertently misrepresented the 1880s juve-
nile market. It is, of course, possible that Heldmann’s religious novels—the 
volumes published by Nisbet, for example—were bought as Sunday-school 
prizes and may have reflected neither the concerns of the secular popula-
tion nor the tastes of the intended boy readers themselves. However, even 
Heldmann’s more adventurous work in the Union Jack contains implicitly 
homoerotic undertones and yet appears to have been popular with the 
paper’s secular and youthful readership. It was apparently also acceptable 
to Henty, who is often cited as a leading promoter of the harsher masculine 
ideals of the period. It must, therefore, be concluded that emotional school 
stories, such as those written by Heldmann, were not as out of step with 
popular tastes amongst juvenile readers as many critics have assumed. 
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“Every Boy’s Paper”: Editing the New Series
By the end of the third volume of the Union Jack, then, Heldmann had 
contributed at least seventy-eight instalments to 144 issues of the paper. 
Such a rate of production must have made him one of the most trusted 
contributors to the magazine. It is logical to assume that Henty was willing 
to promote him to co-editor as an economical way of securing the services 
of a favourite author. The fourth volume of the Union Jack, the first of the 
new series, saw the weekly embark on a populist course designed to attract 
new readers. A “new departure in literature for boys will be taken,” the 
editors boasted,
THE UNION JACK will be
The best Paper for Boys
The most complete Paper for Boys
The most interesting Paper for Boys
Will contain the best Stories for Boys
The best Articles for Boys
The best Pictures for Boys
The best Answers to Boys
The best Fun for Boys
It will be the best Paper for Boys ever published.43
Heldmann’s commercial touch can be felt in the aggressive marketing of 
the new series, which unfortunately was a failure: the Union Jack closed 
at the end of September 1883 “because it did not pay.”44 It is possible that 
the weekly was doomed to failure from the start. Its appearance a year 
after the Boy’s Own Paper, which it resembled, may have meant that too 
many potential readers had already begun to identify with the rival publi-
cation and the majority of the public preferred more populist papers such 
as Edwin J. Brett’s weeklies. Clearly, Heldmann’s achievements as an editor 
did not match his success as an author. 
The reasons for this failure become clear when analysing issues in the 
new series, which convey a sense of indecision. While the Union Jack had 
originally prided itself on its exclusiveness, it now termed itself “Every 
Boy’s Paper.” In an effort to attract more readers, the editors attempted—
in vain—to please “Every Boy.” The number of features in each issue was 
doubled to approximately ten short items, and the paper came to resemble 
the early Boy’s Own Paper—which, interestingly, was by this time moving 
towards a less fragmented format with longer fictional features. Reflecting 
Henty’s statement that “Tales of Adventure will still be the leading feature 
of the Union Jack, but we feel that a greater amount of variety is desir-
able,” the paper began to publish a range of non-fiction features alongside 
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quality fiction by Henty, Fenn, Hope, Heldmann, Robert Ballantyne, and 
Captain Mayne Reid.45 These serials increasingly focused on adventure and 
humour instead of school stories, resulting in more suspenseful plotting. 
The editors’ increased willingness to make concessions to the readers and 
encourage further subscriber bonding was also evident in the introduction 
of McNeill’s “‘Our Own’ Page,” “‘Our Own’—and Other People’s Fun,” 
and “‘Our Own’ Post Office,” which replaced his earlier “Union Jack Field 
Club” articles and took up the back page of the weekly issue (figure 8). 
Similarly designed to encourage reader bonding was the introduction of 
anonymous editorials that addressed topics deemed to be of interest or 
moral benefit to boys. These leaders started with the new series and ended 
in January 1883, and it is likely that Heldmann had some responsibil-
ity for them given that they adopted his style, expressed his characteristic 
sympathy towards boys, addressed his usual fictional topics, and ended 
when his editorship came to grief. In a nod to reader requests, the monthly 
full-page colour inserts assumed a humorous narrative and serial format, 
and readers were encouraged to collect the entire series. The new series 
also introduced a special Christmas number, Old England’s Flag, a one-off 
publication of sixty pages which came out at the beginning of December 
and featured a dozen seasonal stories by regular contributors as well as 
McNeill’s Christmas feature, “‘Our Own’ Christmas Page,” “‘Our Own’ 
Christmas Puzzles,” and “‘Our Own’ Christmas Jokes.”
The new commercial stance of the Union Jack was accompanied by an 
unprecedented eagerness to quote any praise given to the paper by readers 
or reviewers, a standard advertising device associated with the New Jour-
nalism. McNeill was at pains to point out that his correspondents strongly 
approved of the recent changes, emphasising how one reader was “full of 
praise for the Union Jack, and specially pays a lot of pretty compliments to 
[Heldmann’s serial] ‘A Couple of Scamps’” and noting that another offered 
“kindly remarks.”46 The paper also began to boast about its contributors: 
“Mr Heldmann, I am sure, will thank you for the kind manner in which 
you speak of him. I can tell you—as a little secret, you know, and only 
between yourself and myself—that he is really working very hard for the 
Union Jack at the present.”47 This aggressive marketing strategy was in 
direct contrast to the discreet arrogance of the previous volumes and was 
arguably influenced by Heldmann since Henty had previously objected to 
overt self-praise. 
Exit: “A Couple of Scamps”
A close reading of “A Couple of Scamps,” the last story Heldmann is 
known to have written for any boys’ paper, illustrates many of his key sty-
listic devices and thematic concerns but also suggests that while the Union 
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Figure 8. Archibald McNeill, “‘Our Own’ Page,” Union Jack, n.s., 1, no. 36 (June 5, 
1883): 576. This is a typical example of McNeill’s regular back page. It also contains a 
notice announcing Heldmann’s departure in the bottom right-hand corner.
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Jack had provided him with an excellent training ground, ultimately his 
strengths were better suited to other forms of genre fiction. The serial, a 
novel-length reworking of the anonymous 1880 short story “A Memorable 
Night,” commenced with the new series of the magazine on October 3, 
1882, and proceeded in weekly instalments. The serial initially alternated 
as the lead story with Percy B. St. John’s “Sweet Flower; Or, Redskins and 
Palefaces,” eventually losing its flagship status to Captain Mayne Reid’s 
“The Vee-Boers: A Tale of Adventure in Southern Africa” and Louis Bous-
senard’s “The White Tiger,” both adventure stories set in exotic locations. 
The story was illustrated by Gordon Browne, son of Hablot K. Browne 
(“Phiz”), who had illustrated many of Dickens’s works.
“A Couple of Scamps” focuses on the close relationship between two 
motherless, misunderstood boys, Fred and Jack, who are expelled from 
school, beaten by their fathers, and placed under house arrest. The boys 
are united by their fear of their aggressive and powerful fathers and by 
the absence of viable maternal figures (figure 9). The only female at the 
beginning of the story is Jack’s sympathetic but blind sister Char, whose 
disability implies that she is unable to see how difficult it is to be a high-
spirited young man. Because the boys do not share living quarters, their 
relationship is not as intimate as in Heldmann’s school stories; neverthe-
less, the bond between them is both close and exclusive due to their lack 
of other male friends, the triangulation of their friendship through Char, 
and the somewhat domestic tone of their conversation, which frequently 
centres on their physical wants.48 Fred, the more capricious and spirited of 
the two, is clearly the leader, while Jack, “rather broader across the shoul-
ders, and perhaps a little inclined to stoutness,” cuts a somewhat comical 
figure as a naïve boy misled by Fred’s stronger personality.49 Both boys 
have been influenced by books of the wrong kind, admiring “highway-
men and pirate kings” as well as “heroes in the rolls of crime” and “in the 
‘Newgate Calendar.’”50 They decide to leave home and become modern 
highwaymen, but their escape is not particularly successful, and they soon 
find themselves cold, hungry, wet, and frightened, without food, money, or 
shelter. The boys’ constant physical discomfort unites them from the very 
beginning of the story (figure 10). 
By January 1883, the plot of “A Couple of Scamps” began to diverge 
from the usual formula for stories published in the Union Jack by intro-
ducing Gothic and criminal elements. After furnishing themselves with the 
manly accountrements of a rusty gun and two old horses, the immature 
boys set out into the night “to revive the glories of the past,” only to fall 
in with real criminals, “Honest” Barker and Cut-Throat Billy.51 Barker is 
characterised by his twisted frame, which makes him but half a man: “One 
of his legs was lame and the other was the shape of half a circle; his body 
was powerful but awkward; one of his arms was long, the other was cut 
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Figure 9. Gordon Browne, “Mr. Thompson grasped him by the collar,” illustration  
for Heldmann’s “A Couple of Scamps,” Union Jack, n.s., 1, no. 1 (October 3, 1882): 
1. Heldmann’s key theme of generational conflict is established from the start of  
his final serial. 
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Figure 10. Gordon Browne, “With some difficulty Thompson lit another match,” 
illustration for Heldmann’s “A Couple of Scamps,” Union Jack, n.s., 1 no. 9 
(November 28, 1882): 129. The boys find themselves cold, hungry,  
and homeless on Christmas Eve. 
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short at the elbow; he carried his head forward on his chest as though he 
endeavoured with the one eye which was apparently all that was left to him 
to see as far as possible ahead.”52 Billy, in comparison, is a “figure strange 
and horrible! as if taken from some horrid nightmare, or from some fearful 
picture of forgotten crime,” who “seem[s] to glide along the ground—to 
steal onward as the serpent steals.”53 The narrator’s curious conclusion 
that “surely it was a man, surely the pure form of womanhood was never 
yet debased by such a shape” hints at the intimate connection between 
Barker and Billy.54 On the one hand, their implied intimacy stands in stark 
contrast to Fred and Jack’s more innocent relationship, yet on the other 
hand, it seems to indicate the direction the boys’ careers might take if they 
continue on their current path. 
Barker and Billy kidnap the now-unconscious boys, taking them to the 
“chamber of disastrous crime,” described in strikingly physical language 
as a “darkened place, situated in the bowels of the earth.”55 The robbers’ 
den is presided over by an unnamed female of great beauty, “a vision, a 
dream, a fancy of the night, a bright conception of the poet’s brain, an ideal 
of the painter’s art.”56 This criminal femme fatale, who mirrors Char’s role 
in the serial’s juvenile triangle, anticipates Ayesha and her underground 
empire in H. Rider Haggard’s She (1886–87) (figure 11). While such crimi-
nal visions of the night would be typical of Marsh’s later work, they were 
strangely out of place in the Union Jack. A clear indication that something 
out of the ordinary had caused Heldmann to supply such unsuitable mate-
rial appeared in the magazine on February 27, 1883, in the form of a brief, 
unobtrusive notice announcing that “in consequence of the sudden indis-
position of the author, the publication of ‘A Couple of Scamps’ is unavoid-
ably postponed.”57 While that week’s issue did not contain an instalment 
of the story, it was immediately resumed the following week and continued 
to appear as normal. However, the illustrations were discontinued after 
March 20 as the story developed a nightmarish intensity with plot elements 
seemingly unconnected to previous instalments of the serial.58
Fred and Jack’s journey now assumed the shape of a liminal rite of pas-
sage. After a prolonged spell of unconsciousness, the boys come to their 
senses in the robbers’ den clad in angelic white nightgowns. They soon 
realise, however, that they have not been reborn in some paradise, and 
Jack, the more moral of the two, decides to escape rather than risk an 
initiation into the criminals’ way of life. In an apocalyptic passage, the 
robbers’ aptly named bulldog Satan sets off after the hapless boy: “Alas! 
for Brown! for the lad is failing! But Satan—he does not fail; he keeps on 
and on, slow and steady; like fate, he swerves neither to right nor left, but 
follows sure—stern and sure. The lad is failing; he totters; his strength is 
almost spent. [. . .] The thing is done; the chase is over; Satan has him by 
the skirt!”59 Heldmann imbues the robbers’ den with the imagery of hell: 
the robbers dwell underground in the dark, their movements are serpent-
like, and their victims are held tight by Satan (figure 12). 
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Figure 11. Gordon Browne, “This new-comer, this woman, this quieter of noisy 
scenes, held in her hand a candle,” illustration for Heldmann’s “A Couple of Scamps,” 
Union Jack, n.s., 1 no. 23 (March 6, 1883): 367. After their escape from home, the 
now-unconscious boys are kidnapped by a group of criminals. 
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Figure 12. Gordon Browne, “She beheld the dog grasp the lad by the tail of his night-
shirt,” illustration for Heldmann’s “A Couple of Scamps,” Union Jack, n.s., 1, no. 25 
(March 20, 1883), 399. A futile effort to escape from Satan. 
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The nameless woman now proceeds to finalise the boys’ corruption 
by telling them her tale, an intense, violent story that anticipates Richard 
Marsh’s Gothic fiction and most likely frightened the Union Jack’s juvenile 
readers. The femme fatale’s mockery of a bedside story proceeds in three 
parts which build to a damning condemnation of boys’ fiction. The first 
part of the narrative, the story of a dysfunctional family, comments on the 
“blood and thunder” of penny-dreadful literature. “Tragedy,” the woman 
asserts, “has always been the companion of my people.”60 In direct con-
trast to the boys’ hatred of their severe but well-meaning fathers, she ide-
alises her father, a homicidal bigamist who appears to have murdered and 
dismembered her mother. She was subsequently found “in three pieces; one 
piece was in the chimney of her bedroom, another was in the garden of a 
neighbour, the third was in a baker’s oven, the fourth was missing, and has 
never been found unto this day.”61 The narrative’s subtle black humour, 
surely lost on Heldmann’s youthful readers, suggests that Heldmann, in 
breach of the Union Jack’s stated generic parameters, had been studying 
and enjoying the penny dreadfuls previously condemned by the magazine.
A week later, the second part of the narrative continues its commentary 
on the possible impact of contemporary printed matter, now focusing on 
books for boys. Completely reversing her earlier narrative, the woman pro-
ceeds to describe a maritime adventure with an abundance of shipwrecks, 
sharks, and desert islands. The rapid succession of incredible incidents, 
miraculous rescues, and unexpected plot twists pokes fun at the standard 
plotlines of boys’ books, including those written by Henty. As the woman 
explains, “If you have read any of those soul-inspiring books for boys with 
which our noble literature abounds, you know perfectly well that there 
was nothing for which we experienced the slightest want which we did 
not immediately obtain.”62 Heldmann’s cruel parody of the genre which 
had earned him his living during the past three years suggests that he may 
have grown tired of narrating innocent but incredible tales for a juvenile 
audience. The narrative establishes the woman as a victim of the implau-
sible plotlines of boys’ books, offering meta-commentary on the mislead-
ing messages and covert brainwashing carried out by boys’ authors like 
Heldmann himself. 
Most interesting of all, however, is the third and final part of the narra-
tive, which incorporates references to penny dreadfuls, the Bible, and con-
temporary theories of heredity. The location shifts again, now to London’s 
notorious Seven Dials, a slum setting typical of Marsh’s fiction but not 
Heldmann’s. The woman tells the boys about a violent scene she witnessed 
between three men representing three generations of a family, all “villains 
of the deepest dye” with crime “stamped upon their countenances as the 
sun upon the sky.”63 The youngest man displays pride over a violent crime, 
represented by a bloody stain on his hand, until his father explains that 
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this “famous stain” cannot be “wash[ed] away.”64 In disbelief, the young 
man attempts to remove the stain, only to find that it remains “exactly as 
before, save that it seemed brighter and plainer to be seen [. . .] outside the 
soap, upon the top of it, and star[ing] him in the face [. . .] till it became 
wet blood, and all the soap grew bloody, and, falling, crimsoned the water 
too.”65 Desperate to remove the stain, the young man gives the narrative an 
unexpected twist in what is arguably the first Gothic trope of the author’s 
career:
In a paroxysm he seized a chopper from beside him on the floor and laying his 
hand upon the iron bowl, with a single blow with the chopper, he severed it 
just at the wrist, so that nothing but the stump remained. But though his hand 
was gone the stain still stayed, for there it was upon his arm above the wrist; 
and again he seized the chopper, and struck off his arm just at the elbow, and 
immediately there was the stain upon his arm still higher up. And with a cry so 
bitter that none so bitter ever yet was heard before, with his left hand he seized 
what of the arm remained, and, wrenching it from the socket, flung it on the 
floor, and instantly there was the stain upon his shoulder blade.66
While Heldmann’s narrative clearly evokes the mark of Cain, it also com-
ments on the contemporary perception of crime as a physically distinctive 
and immediately recognisable stamp which cannot be hidden and brands 
the criminal forever: “Some stains there are, and the stain of blood is one, 
which shall never be taken from the person of him on whom it shall be 
found.”67 
Since the young man is following in the footsteps of previous genera-
tions, the narrative also recalls contemporary debates over the heredity 
of criminality and congenital diseases such as syphilis: “It is the way with 
stains; one has it, and, though not willingly, he gives it unto others, so 
that many have it in the end.”68 In Heldmann’s story, the stain, intrigu-
ingly, spreads in reverse order from the son to the father, as the young 
man “waved his hand round his head, and in so doing, some of the blood 
thrown off his hand went into the faces of his grandsire and his father” 
who subsequently accuse him of “stain[ing]” them and disgracing the fam-
ily.69 Encouraged by the grandfather, the three men agree that it would be 
unbearable to live with such a burden and decide to commit suicide. In 
a shocking development, the two younger men take “skewers and [run] 
them through their bodies, through and through, so that they [come] out 
the other side, and immediately they [fall] dead.”70 The oldest man, by 
contrast, does “not harm himself at all,” laughs at the sight of his dead 
offspring, “washe[s] the stain from off his face” without trouble, and, 
in a startling confirmation of the theme of generational conflict running 
through the serial, concludes that “there are no fools like the young.”71 
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The rambling narrative is disrupted when pursuers close in on the rob-
bers. In a typical Marsh feature, the nameless woman produces a vial con-
taining poisonous gas and drops it at a critical moment, leaving readers 
in suspense as to the fate of the heroes. This suspense was to prove rather 
more long lasting than expected: with the fall of the vial, the serialisation 
of “A Couple of Scamps” was suddenly suspended. No explanation was 
given and no conclusion promised for three and a half months. Heldma-
nn’s name continued to appear with Henty’s on the front page until June 
5, 1883, when it was sternly announced that “Mr Heldmann has ceased to 
be connected in any way with the Union Jack” (see figure 8).72 From that 
issue, Henty’s name alone appeared on the masthead. Neither Heldmann 
nor “A Couple of Scamps” was referenced in any way until July 24, 1883, 
when McNeill finally broke the silence by briefly informing two anxious 
readers that “‘A Couple of Scamps’ will either be finished in this number 
or the next. The closing lines are in print.”73 
“A Couple of Scamps” was concluded on July 31, 1883, in a lengthy 
single chapter which saw the boys “crushed and helpless” at the prospect 
of court proceedings, regretful of the “ridicule” and “shame” they would 
have to face because “their heads had been turned with vicious reading”: 
“They had been dazzled by the fictitious glare thrown by the cheap litera-
ture of the slums over the daring deeds of scoundrels, and of their coarse, 
vulgar, brutal, matter-of-fact life they had never dreamt. They knew better 
now.”74 In a conventional conclusion, the newly-matured Fred explains to 
the father he can finally face that “when a fellow makes an ass of himself 
he must pay for it.”75 While the boys’ punishment takes the shape of the 
break-up of their friendship, their bond is secured in a less dangerous form 
by Jack’s later marriage to the blind Char, who promises to make a suf-
ficiently unquestioning wife when the two scamps get together in future 
years. 
In keeping with the conventions of juvenile fiction, Heldmann supplied 
his readers with a narrative of initiation into adulthood that was for him, 
as well as them, a difficult and dreaded passage. Heldmann’s treatment 
of the coming-of-age narrative is apocalyptic in the finality of its endings 
and beginnings. Starting with the comfort of domestic well-being and full 
bellies, the boys experience the physical deprivations of hunger, pain, and 
loss of consciousness and undergo physical trials such as jumps, falls, and 
flights, which become increasingly demanding in the course of the narra-
tive. The robbers’ underground den functions as a liminal space, a grave 
or a hell which the boys must brave and eventually escape if they are to 
find peace and comfort in a mature masculinity. Billy and Barker’s close 
bond represents a model of deviant masculinity yet offers an attractive 
counter-world that contrasts with the boys’ domestic and scholarly lives. 
Embedded within the narrative, Heldmann’s meta-commentary on boys’ 
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fiction suggests that the process of reaching maturity may be hindered 
rather than helped by juvenile reading material: indeed, the boys’ prog-
ress towards maturity is consistently threatened by the expectations raised 
by popular fiction. The conventional ending, while a convenient way of 
wrapping up the story speedily, deliberately calls attention to its own arti-
ficiality through its overtly conciliatory and predictable register and thus 
foregrounds Heldmann’s scathing meta-narrative on publishing for boys. 
However, the boys’ eventual acceptance of the justice of their punishment 
also references Heldmann’s departure from the Union Jack. 
A Metamorphosis: From Bernard Heldmann to “Richard Marsh”
Though apparently popular with readers and certainly long enough for 
a novel, “A Couple of Scamps” was never published in volume form; its 
author soon disappeared from the public eye only to reinvent himself as 
“Richard Marsh” in 1888. This metamorphosis was necessary since, for 
reasons which remain unclear, Heldmann had in spring 1883, at the time of 
his flagging contributions to and eventual dismissal from the Union Jack, 
taken to a life of fraud, making a living on cheques issued against a defunct 
bank account.76 Soon he was “wanted at various parts of the kingdom for 
various frauds” committed under false names but always in the guise of 
a “well-to-do gentleman,” often a military man on leave from India.77 He 
was finally captured at Tenby, South Wales, in February 1884 and tried 
at the West Kent Quarter Sessions on April 9 where he was sentenced 
to eighteen months’ hard labour for obtaining board and lodgings under 
false pretences.78 He served his sentence in full at Maidstone Jail where he 
was considered well-educated and identified himself as a journalist. After 
his release on October 8, 1885, no new material was published under the 
name “Bernard Heldmann” although his novels continued to be reissued 
into the twentieth century.79
In 1888, Heldmann re-entered the literary market under the pseudonym 
“Richard Marsh” and reinvented himself as an author of genre fiction for 
adults. Marsh viewed himself as a professional author, identifying himself 
as such on census returns and his children’s birth certificates80 and serving 
as an active member of the Society of Authors.81 As I have argued else-
where, Marsh’s mature career demonstrates established habits of profes-
sional diligence that were initially fostered during his apprenticeship on the 
staff of the Union Jack in the early 1880s.82 Like Heldmann, Marsh used 
recurring characters as a means of engaging readers, particularly in the 
Strand short story series featuring Sam Briggs, a comic lower-middle-class 
clerk (1904–15), and Judith Lee, a lip-reading female detective and ju-jitsu 
enthusiast (1911–16). His prolific rates of production were made possible 
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by workmanlike composing practices that enabled him to write to a pre-
determined length and meet strict deadlines, a prerequisite to a successful 
career as a popular author.83 
At the start of his second career, Marsh showed an awareness of the 
need to build networks within the publishing industry and to target niche 
audiences through different kinds of genre fiction. He published short and 
serial fiction in almost all the weekly and monthly periodicals active in the 
1890s before establishing a regular working relationship with the Strand 
Magazine.84 In addition, he issued his volume-form fiction through six-
teen publishers, all with slightly different generic specialisms. Crucially, 
he would never again rely exclusively on the backing of a “solitary, poten-
tially fickle, niche audience,” instead building wide-ranging contacts within 
the publishing industry and reaching out to the largest possible audience 
through both periodical and book publication.85 Working with a range of 
periodicals and publishers removed the straightjacket of having to cater 
to the needs of a narrow audience. Unlike Heldmann, all of whose work 
was aimed at boy readers, Marsh was able to issue work aimed at different 
audiences through different media.
As Franco Moretti notes, most genres have the approximate lifespan of 
a generation.86 During his brief career in the 1880s, Heldmann had already 
begun to move away from the school story and towards adventure, and, in 
his final serial, he began to focus on crime and Gothic fiction. Marsh went 
on to publish prolifically in a range of genres, including Gothic, crime, 
and romantic fiction as well as the sensational thriller, the comic story 
and, towards the end of his life, spy and war fiction. Many of these genres 
are, of course, formulaic, providing the author with “models of writing,” 
pre-existing conventions which facilitated the speedy production of copy.87 
Marsh, like Heldmann, wrote formula fiction, but he worked with a much 
broader generic range, attaining his greatest success in 1897 with the 
Gothic-invasion narrative The Beetle: A Mystery and making his living out 
of sensational thrillers with criminal plotlines. 
In the only interview he ever gave, published posthumously in the Strand 
Magazine in November 1915, Marsh recalls how he “broke into print.” As 
the “merest child,” he claims, he “rewrote” the story of Robinson Crusoe 
and succeeded in getting it published “in several instalments” in a boys’ 
paper.88 He states that he could not “remember the name of the publica-
tion,” though he “did not like the look of it.”89 In addition, he could not 
“recall ever having read the story itself” even though he remembered that 
the “editor altered the title—and I dare say other things as well” until the 
story “had nothing to do with Robinson Crusoe.”90 When “The Mutiny on 
Board the Ship ‘Leander,’” a rewriting of Defoe’s classic text, appeared in 
the Union Jack in 1882, Bernard Heldmann was twenty-five years old and 
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thus not the “merest child.” It is likely that he remembered the name of the 
magazine and its editor very well indeed though it is perhaps understand-
able that he chose not to discuss his past in public. Though published more 
than thirty years after Heldmann’s ignominious departure from Henty’s 
weekly, the interview nonetheless suggests that at the end of a successful 
second career, Marsh was aware that his early years on the staff of the 
Union Jack had served him well as an apprenticeship for the work of a 
professional writer. 
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32. Heldmann, “Mutiny,” 597, 421.
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